
State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06 106- 159 1 

June 20,2005 

Brigadier General Sue E. Turner 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
252 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

6 RECEIVED 

Dear General Turner: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 1 181h Fighter 
Squadron of the 103"' Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104"' Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F- 15 and F-163, the A- 10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 1 1 81h Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 1 18Ih Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 118''' 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-en field 

epr entative Richard Ferrari 

QQ.-- 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R-Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06 106- 1591 

June 20.2005 

The Honorable Philip Coyle 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Comn~ission (BRAC) 
252 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

@ RECEIVED 

Dear Mr. Coyle: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake rnade by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 1 1 8 ~  Fighter 
Squadron of the 103"' Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104"' Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any tlying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F-15 and F-lb's, the A-10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 1 18Ih Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local econorny. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 118"' Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 118"' 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-Enfield 

Representative Richard Ferrari 
-st Granby 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R- Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 
m i n d s o r  Lq&s 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06 106- 159 1 

June 20,2005 

The Honorable James V. Hansen 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Co~nnlission (BRAC) 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

@ RECEIVED 

Dear Mr. Hansen: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 11  8'" Fighter 
Squadron of the 103'" Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104'" Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield? 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F-15 and F-16's, the A-10 is not slated to retire for nlany years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 11 gLl' Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 1 Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 118'" 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-En field 

V Re resentative Richard Ferrari 

*:>c- 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R-Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 
D- indsor Locks 

pa98 JklN 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06106- 159 1 

June 20.2005 

The Honorable Samuel K. Skinner 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

@ RECEIVED 

Dear Mr. Skinner: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 118' Fighter 
Squadron of the 103"' Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104'~ Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any milita~y aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F- 15 and F-I 6's, the A- 10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 1 1 8Ih Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 1 18Ih Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, n state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom. without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 1 18Ih 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R-Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06 106- 1591 

June 20,2005 

General James T. Hill 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
252 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

@ RECEIVED 

Dear General Hill: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 118"' Fighter 
Squadron of the 1 0 3 ~  Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104"' Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard uni t  would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying uni t  whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F- 15 and F- 16's, the A- 10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 1 1 8Ih Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 118"' Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 1 181h 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-Enfield 

Representative Richard Ferrari 

rnbf".uULIW 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R- Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06 106- 1591 

June 20: 2005 

The Honorable James H. Bilbray 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Dear Mr. Bilbray: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 118"' Fighter 
Squadron of the 1 0 3 ~  Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104" Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield. 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F-15 and F- 16's, the A- 10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 11 8'" Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 118"' Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 1 lgh 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

i ncerely, 

R-Enfield 
Senator John A. Kissel 

esentative Richard Ferrari (gLimmDL 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R- Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 
/B'W(indsor Lodcs 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06106- 159 1 

June 20,2005 

Admiral Harold W. (Hal) Gehman, Jr. 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Dear Mr. Gehman: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically. the recommendation that the 118'" Fighter 
Squadron of the 103'~ Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104" Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-I0 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F- 15 and F- 16's, the A- 10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 118"' Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 118'" Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 1 18Ih 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely. 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-~nfield f l  Representative Ruth Fahrbach 

R-Windsor 

resentative Richard Ferrari V z & G 3 .  

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPlTOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTlCUT 06 106- 159 1 

June 20,2005 

General Lloyd W. "Fig" Newton 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission (BRAC) 
2521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Dear General Newton: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recommendation that the 118'" Fighter 
Squadron of the 1 0 3 ~ ~  Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 1 0 4 ' ~  Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircrafi support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F-15 and F-16's, the A-10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 1 18' Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 1 18Ih Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts. thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 1 1  8'" 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-en field 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R- Windsor 

Representative vvh@~fi Peggy Sayers 

DCN: 3068



State of Connecticut 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

STATE CAPITOL 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06 1 O6- 159 1 

June 20,2005 

Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) 
252 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Dear Chairman Principi: 

We appreciate this opportunity to address what we consider a serious mistake made by the Pentagon in its 
proposals for military facilities located in Connecticut. Specifically, the recon~n~endation that the 118"' Fighter 
Squadron of the 103'~ Fighter Wing currently stationed at Bradley International Airport in Windsor Locks, 
Connecticut be transferred to the 104"' Fighter Wing at Barnes Air National Guard Base in Westfield, 
Massachusetts. 

As the delegation of state legislators who represent the towns in which Bradley is located, we would like to 
express our disappointment with this proposal and would like to share our thoughts with the BRAC on some 
points that we believe would be beneficial to you prior to any final recommendation. 

The Bradley Air National Guard unit would be the first and possibly only base to support an alert 
detachment without any military aircraft support. 

Connecticut would be one of only five states without any flying unit  whatsoever. 

Moving nine of the seventeen A-10 Thunderbolts to Barnes and retiring the remaining eight makes no 
sense. Unlike the Air Force's F- 15 and F-16's, the A-10 is not slated to retire for many years to come. 

There are no cost savings to be gained by transferring the 1 18Ih Fighter Squadron to Barnes Air National 
Guard Base. 

A potential job loss of 384 personnel including 143 Connecticut Guard members would directly impact 
our local economy. These are men and women who live in our districts, work in our districts and raise 
their children in our districts. 

DCN: 3068



Again, we would like to express our dismay with the Pentagon proposal to move Connecticut's 1 18Ih Fighter 
squadron to Massachusetts, thus leaving Connecticut, a state that has played a vital role in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, without any military flying units and respectfully request that BRAC recommend retaining the 1 18Ih 
Fighter squadron in Connecticut. 

Sincerely, 

Senator John A. Kissel 
R-Enfjeld p-k-4 
Representative Richard Ferrari 

Representative Ruth Fahrbach 
R- Windsor 

Representative Peggy Sayers 

DCN: 3068




